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Abstract
A shift towards a plant-based diet has many benefits, including reducing the number of
animals who are slaughtered for food. The goal of this project was to design and develop an
interactive online tool to inform people’s dietary decisions, based on the direct effect that their
diets have on farmed animals’ lives. Specifically, the website was developed to calculate the
number of animals killed to sustain an individual website visitor’s diet, based on information
provided by the user, and to provide personalized recommendations based on those calculations
on how the individual can reduce their consumption of animal products.
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Overview of the Issue
A shift towards a plant-based diet, and away from dependence on animal products, has
many benefits. Plant-based diets have a positive impact on the well-being of animals, the
environment, and individual and public health. Below is a brief summary of several of the
adverse affects of the animal agriculture industry.
The animal agriculture industry contributes to global warming and wildlife habitat loss
(Goodland & Anhang, 2009). The industry involves systemic abuse of the animals that it exploits
(Iovino, 2011). Animal products have been shown to contribute to heart disease, cancer, and
other human diseases (Campbell & Campbell, 2006; Greger & Stone, 2015). The farm workers
who work in the industry often suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder and physical injuries as
a result of their jobs, and research has linked working in a factory farm with becoming a
domestic abuser (McWilliams, 2012; The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
n.d.).

Project Objective
The goal of the website is to be an interactive informational and educational resource that
provides website users with a tool for making conscientious food choices. It aims to encourage
reduced animal product consumption and a transition towards a plant-based diet.
The site offers personalized suggestions for people who want to gradually reduce their
consumption of animal products. Based on answers to a questionnaire, the website will return the
estimated number of deaths by species caused by the user’s diet. The website will recommend
changes to the user’s diet beginning with food choices that cause the most deaths.
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Review of Similar Websites
Some existing websites offer calculators for vegans and vegetarians to see how many
animals they have saved since changing their diets (The Vegan Web Designer, n.d.; Vegetarian
Calculator by Month, n.d.). These websites focus on an all-or-nothing approach to plant-based
eating.
Other websites, such as those of numerous non-profit animal advocacy organizations,
provide information and guidance on transitioning to a plant-based diet, but lack an interactive
calculator component (Compassion Over Killing, n.d.; Mercy for Animals, n.d.).

Website Development
The design of the website was created by customizing a template obtained from
wrapbootstrap.com. Customization of the website’s appearance was developed through extensive
editing of the HTML and CSS code. The website incorporates responsive web design, so that the
layout of the web pages change in accordance with the size of the web browser window. The
functionality of the website was developed using JavaScript and JQuery coding. The primary
code editor used was Brackets. Kimodo Edit 8 was also used.
The landing page of the website shows the user a form [Figure 1]. The user has the
option to click a button that will take them to the static, non-interactive pages of the website,
without filling out the form. This button is fixed at the bottom of the page, so that when the user
scrolls down or up, the button is always available.
The form asks the user to input the amounts of different kinds of animal products that
they consume. When the user clicks “Show me my results,” the JavaScript code is run which
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estimates how many animals their dietary choices cause to die [Figure 2]. Comments within the
JavaScript describe how these calculations are reached [Figure 3].

Figure 1. The landing page of the website.

Figure 2. The lower half of the landing page of the website, including the “Show me my results” button. Note
that that the “Skip this and go to general information” link is still fixed at the bottom of the screen, as it was in
Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Sample of the JavaScript code that calculates how many animals die from the user’s dietary choices.
Comments within the code provide the numbers used for the calculations, so that these numbers can easily be
changed at a later date if new information is received.

In response to the form submit button being clicked, the webpage opens up to show the
user’s statistics and personalized recommendations, based on the JavaScript calculations. A
JavaScript function makes the page jump down to the start of their personalized information, but
if the user scrolls back up, the form—with the numbers they entered—will still be visible. The
skip button disappears and a navigation bar containing links to the website’s static pages appears
at the top. The navigation bar is fixed at the top of the screen so that it is always visible no matter
where the user scrolls to on the page.
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Figure 4. The statistics section of the landing page. The numbers are populated by the JavaScript based on the
user’s answers to the form. This section appears below the form once the submit button is clicked. This section,
and those below it, only appears once the submit button has been clicked.

The statistics section [Figure 4] shows users how many animals they cause to die each
year as a result of their dietary choices. Below this is a section with recommendations [Figure 5,
Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8] for how the user can most effectively begin cutting back on animal
products. These recommendations are based on the user’s answers to the form. If the JavaScript
code calculated that the user causes more chickens and fish to die than any other animal that they
consume the meat or products of, then recommendations will be shown for alternatives to
chicken and fish products. Depending on which animal products alternatives are being displayed
for, these recommendations may include store-bought alternatives, recipes, and meals at chain
restaurants. Hyperlinks are provided where appropriate.
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Figure 5. What the user sees as she scrolls down the page, going from the personalized statistics section to the
personalized recommendations section.

Figure 6. The personalized recommendations section of the webpage. The recommendations shown are those
which appear to any user who self-reports that they consume sea animals such as fish and shellfish. Because fish
are killed in the highest numbers (partially because of their generally small size), anyone who consumes fish at
all is likely to kill more fish than any other animal they eat. Because of this, it is important to encourage people
to seek alternatives and recommend that they begin their transition to a plant-based diet by replacing meals
containing fish with plant-based alternatives.
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Figure 7. Another screenshot of the personalized recommendations section of the page. This section shows
recommendations for alternatives to chicken meat and egg products. Like sea animals, chickens are consumed in
extremely large numbers, due partially to their relatively small size. Most omnivores will make the biggest
impact on reducing animal suffering by removing chicken, eggs, and sea animals from their diets first.

Figure 8. The second half of the recommendations for how to replace chicken products with plant-based
alternatives, continued from Figure 7.
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Below the recommendations section comes a section with general tips [Figure 9]. This
section corresponds to the Tips page on the website, but is displayed also on this screen in case
the user does not explore the rest of the website. These are tips that apply generally to people
cutting back on animal products in their diets, regardless of the user’s answers to the questions in
the form.

Figure 9. The general tips section of the webpage.

A nutrition section, which reflects the Nutrition page of the site, gives resources for
finding nutrition information [Figure 10]. This section includes a Javascript function where,
when the name of a dietary organization is clicked, information on its stance on plant-based diets
will be displayed [Figure 11]. If the name is clicked again, those statements will be hidden again.
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Figure 10. The nutrition section of the webpage.

Figure 11. Note that the “American Dietetic Association” title has been clicked, and that information on that
organization’s position on plant-based diets is now visible. The names of each of the three organizations shown
are connected to JavaScript code that makes these sections open and collapse when clicked. (Red outline added
for emphasis—does not appear on site.)
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Finally, there is a section with more resources. This section also has a corresponding
static webpage, linked in the navigation bar at the top. Like the nutrition section, this section has
code that will show or hide a list of a particular category of resources—for example, books—
when the name of the section is clicked. The list will be hidden again if the link is clicked again.

Figure 12. The More Resources section of the webpage. Initially, the lists corresponding to each category is
hidden. Each appears as the title of the category is clicked, as shown with the Books category below in Figure
13.
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In all, the website has five pages, which are linked in the top navigation bar. In addition
to Nutrition, Resources, and Tips, the website has a page that describes how the calculations are
done. The final link takes the user back to the start form, where they can return to get
personalized recommendations if they initially skipped it in order to explore the static pages of
the site. [Figures 14 – 21.]

Figure 14. The General Tips page. Below: Figure 15. The Nutrition page.
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Figure 16. The lower half of the Nutrition page. (Continued from Figure 17.)

Figure 17. The Resources page.
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Figure 18. The Resources page, continued from Figure 17.

Figure 19. The Resources page, continued from Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 20. The page that explains how the calculations on how many animals are killed by the user’s diet are
calculated.

Figure 21. The “How We Did Our Calculations” page, continued from Figure 20.
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Figure 22. The “How We Did Our Calculations” page, continued from Figures 20 and 21.
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